Feasibility Study of a Novel Navigation System for Biopsy of Peripheral Lesions in the Lungs
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ABSTRACT: A novel system for electromagnetic navigation in bronchoscopy (ENB) to improve peripheral lesion targeting and diagnostic is currently under development, and preliminary tests on a complex phantom are presented in this paper. The system named Transbite is proving to be easy to use, accurate and useful for experienced and beginner users, with precision around 5-9 mm in reaching targets in sub-segmental bronchi where a conventional video-bronchoscope cannot extent. Transbite system consists of a planning and orientation software, a navigation and biopsy forceps, an active marker that is placed on patient chest and an electromagnetic tracking system from the market connected to a computer containing the software. Transbite can be used with any bronchoscopy system, has a short set-up procedure and learning curve.
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Introduction

Accounting for 28% of all cancer deaths and causing 1.3 million deaths worldwide every year [1], lung cancer is the most lethal cancer. In order to diagnose lung cancer, pulmonologists plan the transbronchial biopsy procedure by examining a number of Computed Tomography (CT) scan slices before the procedure. They then manipulate a video bronchoscope into segmental and sub-segmental bronchi as far as the diameter of the bronchoscope permits. Finally, they insert a biopsy forceps through the working channel of the bronchoscope and perform the biopsy. The diagnostic success rate is dependent on the size and location of the lesion. Consequently, ~43% of the procedures fail to reach peripheral targets [2]. When these failures occur, pulmonologists must repeat the procedure or switch to more invasive methods that have increased complication rates, such as CT-guided percutaneous needle biopsy or surgical biopsies. Currently, there are other technologies for guidance, including endobronchial ultrasound (EBUS) that is still difficult to use for peripheral lesions [3] or CT fluoroscopy [4] involving radiation for both doctors and patients. The feasibility of electromagnetic navigation bronchoscopy (ENB) with a steerable instrument has been previously reported [5], [6].

A novel system TRANSBITE was developed for spatial guidance of a customized bronchoscopic forceps to reach peripheral targets within bronchial tree, further from the point where the diameter of the video bronchoscope permits. Preliminary tests using a complex phantom proved the system is easy to use and improves navigation through the bronchial tree. Further studies on phantom and large animals are planned to prove its efficacy for clinical and training usage.

Methods

TRANSBITE is an image-guided navigation system including an electromagnetic tracking system (ETS) AURORA from NDI (Northern Digital Inc., Ontario, Canada) for spatial positioning, connected to a computer that runs a specific software application, a single-use navigation forceps for biopsy, and an active marker placed on patient skin.

For a bronchoscopy procedure using TRANSBITE system, the patient first undergoes a CT scan and it is subsequently moved to the interventional room were an easy set-up is necessary. The computer is connected by S-video to a videobronchoscope for image
acquisition and by USB to the ETS system. The magnetic field generator is mounted on a flexible arm fixed on the bronchoscopy bed close to the patient, while the active marker (with positioning EM sensor) is placed on a specific location on patient skin (for example, the xiphoid bone). The navigation forceps is mounted in the bronchoscope working channel and is connected to the electromagnetic tracking system. The navigation forceps is similar to a biopsy forceps for bronchoscopy and includes a 6DOF (degrees of freedom) electromagnetic sensor close to its tip to allow acquiring its spatial position and orientation in the AURORA magnetic field. Bronchoscopy using TRANSBITE starts by launching the specific software application on a computer, whilst patient CT data is loaded using the menu from the first screen.

**Fig.1 a. GI room setup for EUS procedure using Transbite system. b. Navigation forceps for biopsy.**

**The Software Application**

TRANSBITE software uses multiple technologies for anatomy tridimensional reconstruction, registration, manual calibration and navigation, with two main screens for user interface.

First screen (Fig.2) is for procedure planning and target identification. User loads the CT scans of the patient and the sagittal, coronal and transverse CT planes are presented in windows 2 to 4 (Fig.2). The system automatically develops airways segmentation, semi-automated lung nodule segmentation, multiple targets selection (eight maximum), virtual bronchoscopy visualization and geodesic minimal path extraction and displays it in the first screen window (Fig.2).

**Fig.2. Planning screen of the TRANSBITE software.**
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The user will choose in any of CT windows the place of an active marker on patient skin (for example, the xiphoid bone), by navigating through CT planes. This marker will be used by the system for the initial registration. A careful placement of the marker on patient skin and precise identification of its location on CT planes will result in a better initial registration between patient space and CT volume. After choosing the active marker, the user will indicate on the virtual bronchoscopy or CT windows the entry point of the procedure, the target (a suspicious lesion, a nodule, etc.) and will select a pathway between the two by picking several points along airways to create a median line between them.

By launching the second screen (Fig.3), the system initialize the ETS system and starts to acquire spatial positioning and orientation data from active marker and navigation forceps. The second screen presents four windows: first is virtual section in the CT stack passing through the bronchoscope tip, the second presenting the video from bronchoscope, an overall 3D model of the patient lung and bronchoscope tip for navigation purposes is presented in the third window and the virtual bronchoscopy permanently updated from bronchoscope position is displayed in the fourth. The screen also includes six buttons on the right side for manual calibration of the registration using a 3D mouse.

Because the navigation forceps is placed initially inside the bronchoscope working channel, the system can compute the instantaneous position of its tip related to the patient and CT space, and thus continuously present it in the third window, overlaid on the 3D model. The placement of the active marker on patient skin over the xiphoid bone and its location selection on CT scans depend on the user ability. Thus, additional positioning adjustments may be necessary for an accurate CT-3D model registration. Following the path to the target lesion in the bronchial tree, the user visually compare the images of the conventional videobronchoscope (window 2) and virtual bronchoscopy (window 4). The user can choose to correct the registration between the two images using a 3D mouse and the six buttons from the screen by slowly translating and rotating the virtual bronchoscopy while keeping the bronchoscope still, until the two images are similar.

When the videobronchoscope diameter is too big to be advanced in the sub-segmental bronchi, the user will be able to extend only the navigation forceps further towards the peripheral target. The navigation is performed using the virtual bronchoscopy image from fourth window and the instantaneous position of the forceps tip overlaid on the 3D model presented in the third window. The user is also able to investigate surrounding tissues using the virtual CT section in first window, and changing its orientation around bronchoscope axis. The biopsy using the forceps can be performed when the target is reached. Improved diagnosis is accomplished via enhanced navigation, targeting, as well as anatomical structure differentiation.
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The Algorithm

The registration and navigation modules of the TRANSBITE system are developed using ITK, VTK and IGSTK open source libraries, in order to synchronize the information from the two imaging modalities (http://www.igstk.org/). Briefly, the CT, virtual bronchoscopy and videobronchoscope position are co-registered in real-time during procedure using spatial positioning data provided by the navigation forceps and the active marker from patient.

The initial registration algorithm is based on closed-form solution of absolute orientation using unit quaternions [7] and includes spatial positioning data from the three anatomical markers selected by the user plus the active marker from patient skin. A continuous registration correction is also performed during the videobronchoscopy procedure following patient movement using only the position and orientation data from the active marker. The user can also perform a fine re-alignment of the virtual bronchoscopy model and the patient by using a 3D mouse, comparing visually the images from the screen (windows 2 and 4 from second screen). Both the registration and manual corrections are computed using quaternions for positioning and orientation robustness and speed.

Quaternions are mathematical objects that can be used to describe in a concise manner the rotation of vectors in a 3D Euclidian space, or, equivalently, to measure the relative orientation of two reference frames. Compared to other mathematical methods used to describe the rotations and orientation (orientation matrices, or Euler angles), the quaternions present certain advantages like simple formulas and smaller errors in numerical computations.

The virtual bronchoscopy was developed based on a GPU implementation of the Marching Cubes algorithm for extracting surfaces from volumes using OpenCL and OpenGL [Smistad, 2012]. This algorithm has 6 stages:

1. Data transfer. Dataset is stored as a 3D texture on the GPU of NVidia Quadro 6000 model.
2. Base Level Construction. The base level of the Histogram Pyramids is created.
3. Histogram Pyramid Construction. The entire Histogram Pyramids structure can be constructed by a set of ND Range kernel calls in OpenCL.
4. Memory Allocation. Allocate memory on the graphics card (VBO) for all the vertices and normal needed to store the surface.
5. Histogram Pyramid Traversal. The memory is filled with the output of the Marching Cubes algorithm by running a ND Range kernel of the same size as the total sum of triangles.
6. Render. The vertices and normal are stored in the VBO made in the previous step.

Results

In this preliminary phase of TRANSBITE development, a complex shape phantom of lung airways was used for tests (Fig.4). A 3D CAD model was designed using SolidWorks by segmentation and surface reconstruction using a previously acquired CT scan. The phantom was created on a precision Objet260 Connex 3D printer from a rigid material VeroGray RGD850. Several tumor models from ceramic powder, with diameters between 10-25mm were fixed in various locations on bronchial branches after phantom construction.

![Fig.4. The CAD model (a) and the printed model (b) with bronchoscope and AURORA magnetic field generator.](image-url)
The active marker used for these tests was an Aurora 6DOF Reference, 25 mm disc from NDI (part number 610066), while the exact position and orientation of the tumors on the phantom were measured using the Aurora system by touching every target with a 6DOF Probe, Straight Tip, Standard (part number 610065). A check between CAD model and phantom model was performed using the marker as a reference, whilst the tumors were located on the CAD model with a precision under 1 mm. The phantom and CAD model are used to test the navigation utility and accuracy, by steering the forceps in the proximity of tumors, for locations where bronchial diameter is too small for the bronchoscope. The feasibility tests were performed by three engineers and two experienced pulmonologists with instructions from the developer (LGG). An Olympus Bronchoscope was used in the bronchoscopy procedure room, at the Emergency Hospital from Craiova, Romania. There were seven “tumor” targets that the users had to reach at different depths inside the airway tract phantom. The absolute error (distance from the videobronchoscope tip to the target) and the procedure time were measured. The engineers reached the targets in 79.5±2.7 sec with the Transbite system (8.3±0.5 mm error) vs. 204.2±3.7 sec with the videobronchoscope alone (28.7±5.5 mm error). In comparison, the pulmonologists reached the targets in 71.3±7.9 sec using Transbite (8.4±1.8 mm error) and 74.3±7.1 sec with the videobronchoscope alone (16.2±3.3 mm error).

**Discussion**

We present here an innovative system designed to enhance the reach of conventional bronchoscopy techniques currently available. We used a combination of motion trackers and a computerized reconstructed 3D model to synchronize the movement of the biopsy forceps within the simulated airwaves of a shape phantom.

Pulmonologists have an array of conventional investigatory techniques for lung cancers; however, to accurately diagnose and stage the disease a tissue biopsy is imperatively needed. Obtaining tumor tissue is crucial for identifying tumor markers that can direct treatment, as targeted chemotherapy is significantly more effective than conventional oncologic treatments [8]. Moreover, an accurate early diagnosis significantly improves the survival rates as surgical intervention is often possible [9].

Anatomy of the airways severely limits the capabilities of conventional bronchoscopy; both local morphology and associated illnesses may prevent the physician from performing a complete investigation. Bronchial lavage is usually insufficient for reaching a diagnosis, therefore endobronchial investigations need to be repeated in different circumstances [5]. Using TRANSBITE aids the bronchoscopist by providing detailed spatial guidance in real-time, its 3D render and spatial positioning of the biopsy forceps being sufficiently accurate in reaching the targeted lesion (8.4±1.8 mm error versus 16.2±3.3 mm error for conventional bronchoscopy).

Time constrains also apply as patient cooperation is needed, hence biopsy has to be carefully planned in advance by using CT data on location of the tumor and local conditions [10]. Bronchoscopy requires local anesthesia, so the patient is fully aware during the procedure; airflow impairment is minimum, however, it is perceived by the subject as major. Furthermore, a large percentage of patients suffers from obstructive or restrictive lung diseases that decrease the normal respiratory process, further impairing their ability to ventilate. The technique is eminently operator-dependent, a skilled physician being able to reach the targeted lesion much faster than a novice. Also, the position of the bronchoscope (i.e. the degree of rotation after performing the maneuvers needed to reach the location) when performing the biopsy affects the success rate of this procedure. The system described here improves the mean time required to perform a successful biopsy (71.3±7.9 sec using Transbite versus 74.3±7.1 by conventional bronchoscopy when used by trained medical professionals); the time needed to reach the site vastly improving in the case of non-trained personnel (79.5±2.7 sec with the Transbite system vs. 204.2±3.7 sec with only the videobronchoscope, when used by engineers).

Some factors need to be assessed for when transitioning from phantom to patient studies. Firstly, the quality of the virtual reconstruction is directly related to the acquired CT data. Anatomical detail is important, especially when the system positions the forceps in real-time; this requires CT slices to be as thin as possible, thus exposing the patient to more radiation during an extended investigation [11]. However, this inconvenient is mitigated by the fact that the patient is not required to undergo a second CT
investigation in case of failure; having the data in real-time and accurately positioning the biopsy forceps ensures the success of the investigation. The difference between diagnostic yield and reaching the lesion (success of the navigation alone) is another factor that needs to be accounted for. The main advantage of TRANSBITE is that it offers real-time positioning, as opposed to existing systems that use CT information separately, therefore the investigation not being really performed in real-time [12-14].

One of the major advantages this system might have over other virtual bronchoscopy or magnetic navigation techniques is that it combines both methods thus creating an approach which is independent of the diameter of the bronchoscope, is used for real-time assessment and intervention, is fast and should prove more accurate in reaching and intervening upon the lesions [14].

Further iterations of the device could include the use of cryobiopsy, biopsy needles for parenchymal lesions situated further from airwaves, as well as a combination of other investigatory techniques – endobronchial ultrasound and Doppler assessment, for accurate targeting lesions while avoiding major blood vessels and other obstacles.

Conclusions

The preliminary tests using a complex phantom proved that Transbite is easy to use and improves navigation through the bronchial tree, in both unexperienced and experienced operators. Further studies on phantom and large animals are planned to prove its efficacy for clinical and training use. In addition, we will further automatize some of the steps for magnetic navigation videobronchoscopy.
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